
3) Use respiratory masks during close contact with people, and
try to change the masks often.

4) Maintain several meters distance from other pilgrims.
5) Avoid contact with other pilgrims who appear ill.
6) Obtain vaccination (high-risk individuals).
7) Avoid shaking hands and kissing during greetings.
8) Wearmask and gloves during the pilgrimage and touching the

shrine.

Also, if individuals appear with signs and symptoms of flu, the
following measures should be taken15:

1) Use a mask to cover the mouth and nose.
2) Cover the nose and mouth with their arm/sleeve or a napkin

when sneezing or coughing.
3) Placed used napkin or tissue in a plastic bag, then close the bag

and throw it in the trash.

Observing such measures can greatly reduce the spread of influ-
enza virus during the Arba’een pilgrimage.
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To the Editor—The effectiveness of healthcare improvement initia-
tives is highly dependent on the social, psychological, organiza-
tional and cultural dynamics of clinical settings.1,2 Historically,
in antimicrobial stewardship, most interventions have been
broadly implemented without taking these important contextual
factors into account, despite research demonstrating the impor-
tance of adaptation to the local context.3,4 Furthermore, the recom-
mended metrics for assessing the impact of interventions do not
take into consideration the dynamics between the clinician and

antimicrobial stewardship team, making it more difficult to predict
the long-term success of a program.5 Existing behavior-change
models can be applied to determine how the intended recipient
of an intervention might respond to initiatives that seek to change
behavior in order to optimize the uptake and sustainability of anti-
microbial stewardship interventions.

Prochaska and DiClemente’s transtheoretical model (TTM) is
one such framework. It consists of 5 stages that conceptualize how
people change their health behavior.6 In the initial stage, precon-
templation, the individual does not intend to take action within the
next 6 months. In stage 2, contemplation, action is intended within
the next 6 months. Stage 3 is preparation, in which action is
intended within the next 30 days; stage 4 is action, in which
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behavior has recently changed; and stage 5 is maintenance, in
which behavior changes are sustained for >6 months.

Although this model was initially used to understand behavior
change associated with smoking cessation, it has been broadly
applied to infection prevention and control, demonstrating both
the value in understanding motives among clinicians to adhere to
standard precautions and success with stage-matched interventions
aimed toward improving adherence to standard precautions and
hand hygiene compliance.7,8 Figure 1 highlights the practical appli-
cation of the TTM during an antimicrobial stewardship encounter
between a frontline clinician and an antimicrobial stewardship
clinician. For example, when the clinician may not perceive a need
to decrease his/her fluoroquinolone use (precontemplation stage),
the antimicrobial stewardship interaction highlights recent local
cases of Clostridioides difficile that followed fluoroquinolone use.
Discussions that review case pathophysiology, including the evi-
dence for an infection, and discussions that raise consciousness
about peer prescribing practices can support a clinician who is con-
templating a change in their prescribing behaviors (contemplation
stage). In contrast, the clinician who already self-initiates reassess-
ment of antimicrobial therapy (action stage) would not benefit from
reviewing the rationale for stewardship because they are already
committed to making behavioral changes. Rather, affirmation on
rounds and engagement in guideline development would reinforce
the changes already being made and move the clinician into the
maintenance stage.

For behavior change to occur, the TTM posits that clinicians
must pass through all stages of change. Failure to tailor antimicro-
bial stewardship initiatives to the recipient’s stage of change may
delay progress or even cause regression to earlier stages. When
behaviors are easy to change and resistance is low, the specific stage
of change may matter very little. In such situations, brief interven-
tions and messages may be all that are needed to help clinicians
progress through the stages. In contrast, where the change is per-
ceived as difficult and is associated with resistance, there is a greater
need to provide deliberate messaging and individualized, stage-
matched interventions.

The effectiveness of antimicrobial stewardship interventions
has been studied widely, yet significant knowledge gaps exist
related to the impact of clinicians’ readiness to adopt these practice
changes on antimicrobial stewardship outcomes. Because success
of the same antimicrobial stewardship intervention can vary across
clinical networks, metrics that take into account the dynamics
between prescribers and the antimicrobial stewardship team can
provide insight into how well an intervention will be incorporated
into the local culture of practice.4,5,9,10 Further research identifying,
measuring, and accounting for stages of behavioral change in the
evaluation of antimicrobial stewardship improvement strategies
will provide insight into how to adapt and integrate these initiatives
across various healthcare settings.
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Food service: An overlooked potential vector for hospital infection

John D. Carter Jr
Carter Exterminating Company, Cleveland, Ohio

To the Editor—In more than 25 years of working with hospitals to
eliminate pests, I have observed an increasingly superficial
approach to reducing the sources of sustenance for insects1 and
rodents2 that can serve as vectors for disease-causing organisms.
Conditions have degenerated from the time when hospitals had
dedicated food service professionals as employees. Now this work
commonly is done by contractors without the same knowledge,
commitment,3 or hospital-specific training.

Hospitals largely rely on topical agents for cleaning that address
the surface contaminants but not the residual contamination.
Instead of eliminating the hidden food-decaying organisms that
attracts flies, hospitals now use electrocution devices that introduce
and disseminate exploded insect bodies into HVAC systems, fur-
ther contaminating surgical theatres, ICUs, and patient rooms.
Figure 1 provides examples of the many potentially disease-
transmitting conditions I have observed.

Certain species of filth flies can travel for miles within a 24-hour
period searching an entire facility for decaying organic matter for
additional propagation.4 Adult fruit, drain, or moth flies are pro-
lific breeders, resulting in a wide area of invasion far from the origi-
nal breeding sites. Therefore, all occurrences of degenerating
organic debris can be original or satellite breeding opportunities.

Filth flies are capable of breeding in more types of materials
than any other structure-infesting fly. In buildings, they be may
found breeding in drains, trash containers, dumpsters, rotting pro-
duce, recycle bins, grease traps, garbage disposals, crawl spaces,
and any site where moist organic matter can accumulate for a
few days or longer. Fly larvae have been found in the open wounds
of patients, and even in the mouths of intubated patients (I have
personally seen this).

Food service areas present the number-one opportunity to pre-
vent disease. Food contaminates! It attracts insects and other pests.
We need to understand this potential for contamination when
storing and preparing food and utensils. Hospital buildings are like
our own human bodies. The very systems that support our lives
also are vulnerabilities for infection. Bricks and mortar can protect
the hospital like the integument protects the body. Heating venti-
lation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can exclude or admit
pathogens in the same way as the human respiratory system. Food-

waste management systems can prevent or allow viruses or bacte-
ria, just like the digestive system.

Pests are attracted to buildings in the same way that disease-
causing pests are attracted to humans. We invite them in with
smells and opportunity. We give them a home in decaying matter.
We use a symptom-based approach instead of a thorough evalu-
ation and investigation. When we do not appreciate and address
these attractions, we end up with pests of all sorts and increased
potential for disease.

Pesticide use is regulated and cannot be a substitution for san-
itation and maintenance. In situations where organic debris are
degenerating, topical pesticide applications degenerate much faster
than their intended label application parameters, and anti-pest
baits are mitigated by food competition.

A 3-word definition of food sanitation is protection from
contamination. With this in mind, all hospital functions and oper-
ations must be included in a sanitation program. All food products
must be protected from contamination from the receiving dock
(and before), right through distribution and removal. Sanitation
is a dynamic and ongoing function and cannot be sporadic.
When embedded in a healthcare facility with a special functions
(eg, surgical theatre, pharmacy, dialyses care unit, etc), it becomes
even more critical. Adequate cleaning and maintenance are crucial

Fig. 1. Patient floor stationed food tray cart: satellite fly proliferation site.
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